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Understanding and controlling the dynamic evolution of electrons in matter is among the most
fundamental goals of attosecond science. While the most exotic behaviors can be found in complex systems,
fast electron dynamics can be studied at the fundamental level in atomic systems, using moderately intense
(=1013 W/cm2) lasers to control the electronic structure in proof-of-principle experiments. Here, we probe
the transient changes in the absorption of an isolated attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulse by helium
atoms in the presence of a delayed, few-cycle near infrared (NIR) laser pulse, which uncovers absorption
structures corresponding to laser-induced ‘‘virtual’’ intermediate states in the two-color two-photon
(XUV1NIR) and three-photon (XUV1NIR1NIR) absorption process. These previously unobserved
absorption structures are modulated on half-cycle (,1.3 fs) and quarter-cycle (,0.6 fs) timescales,
resulting from quantum optical interference in the laser-driven atom.
A
mong the most fundamental optical properties of a material is its absorption of light. Spectrally-resolved
absorption has long been used to study atomic structure1 and provides a ‘‘fingerprint’’ for identifying
atomic and molecular species. With the addition of a moderately intense laser field, the absorption
spectrum can be modified, allowing measurement of and demonstrating control over the electron dynamics in
the atom on ultrafast timescales. Laser-dressed absorption measurements have recently demonstrated control-
lable EIT-like phenomena in atoms at extreme ultraviolet (XUV)2 and x-ray3 wavelengths. More recently,
transient changes in the absorption of an isolated attosecond pulse in the presence of a synchronized few-cycle
laser pulse were observed in valence electron wavepackets in field-ionized krypton4, autoionizing states of argon5
and Stark-shifted excited states of helium6, allowing measurement of electron dynamics on the few-femtosecond
and even sub-laser-cycle timescale. Here, we study the absorption of an isolated attosecond pulse in the vicinity of
the helium absorption line manifold corresponding to excitation of an electron from the ground state (1s2) to the
1snp excited states. By adding a moderately intense (,1013 W/cm2) near infrared (NIR) few-cycle laser field, new
absorption features appear that correspond to laser-induced ‘‘virtual’’ intermediate states in the two-color multi-
photon excitation of 1sns and 1snd states, for which direct dipole transitions from the ground state through the
absorption of XUV light are forbidden. By changing the delay between the attosecond pulse and the NIR laser
field, the absorption strengths of the virtual state absorption features are modulated on the attosecond timescale.
These modulations highlight the mechanisms behind the time-dependent formation of spectrally narrow absorp-
tion features, as they result from spectral interference in the dipole emission of the laser-driven atom. The strong
bound-bound and bound-continuum state couplings enabled by the strong laser are further revealed through
energy level shifts, such as Autler-Townes splitting as well as strong AC (‘‘alternating current’’, as in the oscillating
electric field of the laser) Stark and ponderomotive shifts of the 1snp states which evolve on the sub-cycle
timescale.
Results
The experiment (Fig. 1a, Methods) was performed using the attosecond transient absorption technique4–6, in
which the absorption of an isolated attosecond pulse is measured in the presence of a delayed laser field. The
experimental setup combines the high temporal resolution afforded by the isolated attosecond probe pulse in an
actively stabilized interferometer7 with the high spectral resolution of XUV absorption spectroscopy8. Compared
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to attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy9, the attosecond transient
absorption technique allows direct and simultaneous observation of
the excited state dynamics and quantum interferences both above
and below the ionization potential. Bound and continuum state
dynamics can therefore be measured with high fidelity in low-intens-
ity laser fields, where the probability of ionization (and therefore the
photoelectron yield) is small, as well as in high-intensity laser fields
where the contribution of multiple ionization channels complicates
the interpretation of photoelectron spectra.
Fig. 1b shows the energy level diagram of the helium 1snp excited
states10, which extend from 21 eV above the ground state to the first
ionization potential at 24.58 eV, along with the absorbance mea-
sured as a function of the dressing laser intensity at a fixed time delay
where the peak of the NIR laser pulse overlaps with the attosecond
pulse. The broad, continuous spectrum of the isolated attosecond
pulse allows us to observe the absorption lines corresponding to each
individual state as well as the absorption above the ionization poten-
tial simultaneously. At the lowest dressing laser intensities, the
absorption features corresponding to the 1snp excited state manifold
can hardly be seen, since these states have long (,nanosecond) life-
times corresponding to absorption line widths below 1 meV11. Such
narrow features cannot be observed with the XUV spectrometer,
which has a resolution of ,50 meV. As the intensity of the dressing
laser is increased, however, the lifetimes of the excited states are
reduced, resulting in relatively broadened absorption lines. More
interestingly, the absorption in the vicinity of the 1snp excited state
manifold is changed significantly with the addition of the strong laser
field12–14. For the 1s3p (23.09 eV) and higher-lying states (leading to
the absorption edge at the ionization potential), these changes
amount to energy shifts of the absorption lines, which correspond
to AC Stark6 and ponderomotive shifts. However the laser-dressed
1s2p absorption line, which was not observed in previous experi-
ments, exhibits more complicated structure, including energy level
splitting and the formation of new absorption sub-structures (near
22 eV, becoming prominent at intensities above ,231012 W/cm2)
in addition to a relatively small AC Stark shift.
The observed absorption sub-structures arise from transient vir-
tual states of the laser-dressed atom, which can be understood in
terms of two-color two-photon (XUV1NIR) and three photon
(XUV1NIR1NIR) absorption processes leading to dipole-forbid-
den final states after interaction with both light fields. Each sub-
structure therefore represents a virtual intermediate state in the
excitation of a given 1snl excited state through absorption of an
XUV photon and one or more NIR photons, as shown schematically
in Fig. 2a. These transient states are analogous to Floquet sidebands
of the laser-dressed atom, and exist only when both the XUV and
NIR lasers interact with the atom. We therefore classify each virtual
state absorption feature by its corresponding final state and the
Figure 1 | Laser-dressed attosecond XUV absorption in helium. (a) Schematic of experimental setup for attosecond transient absorption. FM: focusing
mirror, GDOG: generalized double optical gating optics (see Methods), GC1: argon or xenon-backed gas cell for attosecond pulse generation,
Al: aluminum foil filter, TM: toroidal mirror, FL: focusing lens, HM: hole-drilled recombination mirror, GC2: helium-backed gas cell for absorption
measurements, FFG: flat-field XUV grating, MCP: microchannel plate and phosphor screen detector. (b) Helium 1snp energy level diagram showing
schematic XUV spectrum and states accessible for excitation by the attosecond pulse. (c) Measured absorbance spectrum as a function of the dressing laser
intensity when the attosecond XUV pulse overlaps in time with the peak of the NIR laser pulse. The dotted lines trace the Stark-shifted absorption lines. At
an intensity of ,2.531012 W/cm2, several new absorption features appear in the vicinity of the 1s2p state, which dynamically evolve as the laser intensity is
increased.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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number of NIR photons which must be absorbed or emitted. For
example, the blue and green dashed lines in Fig. 2a are designated as
4s2 and 3d2, respectively, while the red dashed line is designated as
np22 (n $ 6). The assignment of the excited states was confirmed by
solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in the
two-color field, as shown in Fig. 2b and discussed in more detail in
the Supplementary Information (SI). Due to the broad bandwidth of
the few-cycle laser field and the relative proximity of the excited
states, the virtual state absorption structures overlap in many cases,
and it is impossible to separate the contributions of several excited
states and determine the final state unambiguously (for example, 3s2
and 3d2 as well as 2s1 and 4s2), as shown in Fig. 2b.
Unlike the single-XUV photon absorption cross section for excita-
tion to the 1snp states in the absence of the dressing laser field, which
does not depend on the sub-cycle field oscillations of the XUV pulse,
the virtual state absorption features evolve dynamically with the delay,
as the probability of exciting a virtual state depends intimately on the
timing of the NIR laser field with respect to the attosecond pulse.
Fig. 3a shows the absorbance spectrum as a function of the time delay
for a dressing laser intensity of 131013 W/cm2. Negative delays indi-
cate that the attosecond pulse arrives on the target before the NIR
pulse. While the new virtual state absorption structures are most
prominent near zero delay where the two pulses overlap, they can
still be observed for large negative delays. Additionally, virtual state
absorption features above the ionization threshold (ns1 and nd1, 25–
28 eV) and below the 1s2p energy level (2s2, ,19 eV) are revealed in
the time-dependent measurement. As the time delay is scanned with
attosecond precision, the absorption strength of each feature is modu-
lated on timescales faster than the laser cycle period. We find that the
absorption strength in the vicinity of the 2s1, 3s2, 4s2, and 3d2
absorption features is modulated with a half-cycle periodicity,
whereas the absorption strength near the np22 absorption feature
oscillates with a quarter-cycle periodicity, as shown in Fig. 3b.
Furthermore, the 1snp absorption line energies change dynamically
near zero delay, revealing Autler-Townes splitting of the 1s2p absorp-
tion line in addition to sub-cycle AC Stark and ponderomotive energy
level shifts of the 1s3p and higher-lying states (see SI).
Discussion
Careful inspection of the data in Figure 3a, assisted by numerical
simulations of the laser-dressed atom dynamics15,16, reveals two
Figure 2 | Excitation of transient virtual excited states through two-color multi-photon absorption. (a) Schematic diagram of two-color two- and three-
photon absorption pathways to the 1s3d (green), 1s4s (blue), and 1snp (red) excited states. The solid arrow indicates the single-photon excitation of the
1s2p and 1snp (red) states, whereas the dotted arrows indicate XUV absorption via two-color multi-photon excitation to 1snp states with n $ 6. Dashed
lines indicate absorption lines corresponding to laser-induced virtual states. (b) Normalized photoabsorption cross-sections based on TDSE simulation
of helium (see SI) when the attosecond XUV pulse overlaps in time with the peak of the NIR laser field. By removing the 1s2s and 1s4s states (blue) or 1s3s
and 1s3d states (green) from the calculation, we can confirm that the additional absorption lines are due to multi-photon excitation to those excited states.
Figure 3 | Attosecond time-resolved absorption dynamics. (a) Time-
delay-dependent absorbance spectrum with a dressing laser intensity of
1013 W/cm2. With the strong dressing laser field, quantum-optical
interferences can be observed in the absorption at negative delays. Near
zero delay, the attosecond and NIR laser pulses overlap, and the absorption
is dominated by the sub-cycle AC Stark and ponderomotive energy level
shifts. (b) Absorbance lineouts in the vicinity of the transient virtual states.
The absorbance (data points) was obtained by integrating the signal in the
vicinity (650 meV) of the virtual intermediate states indicated in Fig. 3a,
and the error bars indicate the standard deviation of the absorbance in that
region. The solid lines serve to guide the eye. While the absorbance near the
3s2, 3d2, 2s1, and 4s2 virtual states oscillates with half-cycle periodicities,
the absorbance near the np22 absorption feature oscillates with a quarter-
cycle periodicity.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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distinct mechanisms by which the absorption features are modulated
on the attosecond timescale. Figure 4a shows the calculated delay-
dependent absorption of an isolated attosecond pulse by the laser-
dressed helium atom, using laser pulse durations, central frequencies,
and intensities identical to those used in the experiment (see
Methods). Many of the dynamic features observed in the experi-
ments can also be found in the simulation, including the absorption
features corresponding to transient virtual states and the energy level
dynamics of the 1s2p absorption line.
At negative delays, both the experiment and simulation reveal a
relatively weak modulation of the absorption which appears prim-
arily below 20 eV and above the ionization threshold. These mod-
ulations follow hyperbolic lines of constant phase, which indicate
two-path interference. Such interference was previously observed
above the ionization threshold using photoelectron spectroscopy9,
and was interpreted as the interference between electrons ionized
directly by absorption of an XUV photon and indirectly by excitation
of the 1s3p, 1s4p, and 1s5p followed by absorption of an NIR photon.
We can analyze the interference by taking the Fourier transform (FT)
of Figures 3a and 4a along the delay axis, as shown in Fig. 4b. The FT
spectrograms for the negative delay regions (240 fs , tD , 220 fs)
are shown for the experimental data in the left panel and for the
simulation in the right panel. In both cases, the absorption structures
appear as 45u lines with Fourier frequencies equal to v{E1snp, where
v is the XUV photon energy and E1snp is the 1snp excited state energy.
The dominant interference is observed for E1s2p5 21.22 eV, although
interferences with E1s3p5 23.09 eV can also be observed in the simu-
lated data, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4b. The two-path
interference can be seen extending to photon energies of 28 eV owing
to the high spectral resolution of the XUV spectrometer.
The interferences in the attosecond transient absorption measure-
ment, however, cannot be explained using the electron interference
model. This is obvious for two reasons: (1) whereas the photoelectron
measurement can only measure interferences for electrons arriving
on the detector with the same final energy, the attosecond transient
absorption measurement can only measure interferences of quantum
pathways for which the initial XUV photon energy is the same; and
(2) no ‘‘direct’’ pathway exists for exciting an electron with a photon
energy below 20 eV, since no bound states exist with energy levels
below E1s2s 5 20.61 eV. Instead, the observed interference should be
described as quantum optical interferences. The absorption of light
by the atom can be described by the Beer-Lambert law15,16:
~eout vð Þj j2~ ~ein vð Þj j2exp {
2pv
c
=
~P vð Þ
~ein vð Þ
 
NL
 
, ð1Þ
where ~ein vð Þ and ~eout vð Þ are the XUV spectrum amplitudes before
and after interaction with the atom, respectively, NL is the density-
length product, and ~P vð Þ is the Fourier transform of the time-
dependent polarization Y r,tð Þh jz Y r,tð Þj i of the atom with the wave-
function Y r,tð Þ.
In the absence of the laser, the output spectrum far from any
resonances is equal to the input spectrum, and therefore arises from
a frequency-dependent polarization with no imaginary component,
=½~P vð Þ 5 0. This implies that the phase of the polarization,
arg½~P vð Þ, is also zero. However, the dressing laser can also excite
polarization with frequencies far from the 1snp resonances due to the
formation of transient excited states. Since the population of the
transient states, and therefore the instigation of the frequency-shifted
polarization, is initiated by the arrival of the dressing laser pulse, a
phase difference of v{E1snp
 
tD arises between the two compo-
nents of the frequency-dependent polarization. The interference
fringes will therefore follow the hyperbolic lines of constant phase,
becoming more closely spaced in energy for larger negative time
delays, and the absorption features will oscillate on the attosecond
timescale.
Near zero delay, however, the absorption modulations are no
longer consistent with the two-path interference. In this region, the
periodicity of the oscillation does not change with the XUV photon
Figure 4 | Quantum-optical interferences and sub-cycle energy level shifts. (a) Simulated time-delay-dependent absorbance spectrum with a dressing
laser intensity of 1013 W/cm2. The spectrogram can be divided into two regions to separate the effects of quantum-optical interferences and sub-cycle
energy level dynamics. (b) Fourier transform analysis of region b, which spans 240 fs , tD ,220 fs. The FT spectrogram obtained from the experimental
data in Fig. 3a is shown in the left panel, while the right panel shows that obtained from the simulated data in Fig. 4a. The dashed 45-degree lines indicate
the two-path quantum-optical interference. (c) Fourier transform analysis of region c, which spans 213 fs , tD , 7 fs. Half- and quarter-cycle
oscillations are evident above and below the ionization potential, and the oscillation frequency no longer follows the 45-degree lines associated with the
two-path interference.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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energy, as shown in the FT spectrograms of Fig. 4c, indicating that it
is not a result of the direct-indirect interference. In this case, the XUV
pulse does not see the field-free atom, and the laser-induced cou-
plings occur simultaneously with the population of the excited states.
Therefore, we must instead consider the XUV absorption of the
laser-perturbed atom. In the simulations, we find that the half- and
quarter-cycle oscillations in the transient excited state absorption
features are evident in the Fourier transform spectrogram, resulting
from the two-color multi-photon absorption.
On the other hand, the absorption dynamics near the ionization
threshold are dominated by sub-cycle AC Stark and ponderomotive
energy level shifts, which result from the strong laser-induced
bound-bound and bound-continuum state couplings. Since the
simulations neglect bound-continuum state couplings, the AC
Stark and ponderomotive shifts cannot be reproduced well in the
simulation, and the oscillation amplitudes in the simulated FT spec-
trogram near the ionization threshold are smaller than those in the
experiment. However, we do observe AC Stark energy level shifts and
absorption threshold shifts corresponding to the ponderomotive
shift of the ionization potential in the experimental data, which
exhibit a strong half-cycle periodicity (see SI). The sub-cycle ponder-
omotive shift follows the square of the instantaneous laser field
strength, analogous to the previously-observed sub-cycle AC Stark
shifts6. However, whereas the measurement of the sub-cycle AC
Stark shifts by transient absorption is necessarily convoluted due
to the relatively long lifetimes of the laser-dressed excited states6,15
resulting in a relatively small modulation depth, the sub-cycle pon-
deromotive shift can be observed more clearly, as it relies on con-
tinuum states without finite ionization lifetimes.
The absorption of light is a fundamental process which can be used
to initiate chemical reactions17 or as a basis for lightwave electron-
ics18. Here, we show that a moderately intense (1011–1013 W/cm2)
laser field can control the absorption of light over a broad photon
energy range on the attosecond timescale. When overlapped in space
and time with a few-cycle laser field, new features in the absorption
spectrum of an isolated attosecond pulse appear, corresponding to
virtual intermediate states in the two- and three-photon excitation to
bound states which cannot be populated by the XUV pulse alone.
These absorption features can be ‘‘gated’’ on the half- and even
quarter-cycle timescale by changing the delay between the two
pulses, allowing for all-optical switching on the attosecond timescale.
Methods
Isolated attosecond pulses were produced from 5 fs near-infrared driving pulses
centered at 730 nm using the generalized double optical gating (GDOG)19 technique
in argon gas or the ionization gating20 technique in xenon gas. The generalized double
optical gating optics consist of a quartz waveplate with optical axis set at 45u relative to
the laser polarization axis, two glass plates at the Brewster angle, a second quartz
waveplate with optical axis set along the laser polarization axis, and a second har-
monic generating crystal. For the ionization gating, the optical axis of the first quartz
plate was instead set along the laser polarization axis, and the glass plates were set at
normal incidence. In this configuration, no second harmonic light is generated and
the incident laser is linearly polarized. The isolated attosecond pulse was then
recombined with the few-cycle laser field using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with
active stabilization of the delay7. The intensity of the NIR laser was controlled using an
iris. Both pulses were then focused to the second gas cell (1.5 mm inner diameter),
which was backed with 40 Torr of helium gas to absorb ,75% of the spectrum near
25 eV. Absorption near the 1snp excited state energy levels became comparable to the
above-threshold absorption with the addition of the laser field. The transmitted
spectra were measured using a home-built XUV spectrometer21 based on a flat-field
grazing incidence reflection grating (Hitachi 001-0640) as a function of the time
delay, with delay steps of 140 as. The spectrometer resolution was approximately
50 meV within the energy range of interest.
The numerical simulations shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 4a were carried out following
the formalisms developed by Santra et al.15 and by Pfeiffer and Leone16 for calculation
of the transient absorption of reduced dimensionality systems. The laser-dressed atom
wavefunction Y r,tð Þ was expanded on the basis set of the field-free atom y1snl rð Þ as:
Y r,tð Þj i~
X
n,l
c1snl tð Þ y1snl tð Þj i, ð2Þ
and the time-dependent state amplitudes c tð Þ were obtained by numerically solving
the coupled differential equations (in atomic units):
i_ca~Eaca tð Þ{
X
k=a
yk rð Þh jz ya rð Þj iF tð Þck tð Þ ð3Þ
using tabulated values for the excited state energies Ea and the dipole matrix elements
yk rð Þh jz ya rð Þj i10 with a fourth-order Runge Kutta differential equation solver. Here k
and a represent individual states specified by the quantum numbers n and l, and F tð Þ
represents the combined XUV and NIR laser fields. States with n ranging from 1 to 8
and with l 5 s, p, and d were included in the calculation. Additional TDSE simulations
based on the non-perturbative treatment of the NIR field by means of non-Hermitian
Floquet theory22 and first-order perturbation theory with respect to the attosecond
pulse were used to confirm the reduced-dimensionality simulations. The details of
these calculations can be found the SI.
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